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trans. ^ p. 18, and Kashmir Skaivim^ pp. 77, 82). When
a Universe comes into apparent existence, the Supreme
Being*, after a course of development through various phases
(X Shawism, pp, 62 if.), associates Himself with Maya
(illusion), and thereby becomes subjected to limited individual -
experience. In the first stage of this association, He, as the
experience^ loses the realization of Himself as the Self of
the experience; and, as this happens. He becomes sleepy.
In this sleep His perception of Himself as ' All This3
becomes dim, as the vague, undefined, something, or xunya,
already mentioned. Sunga may therefore be looked upon as
the first stage in limited consciousness, and in the reverse
order (of the soul becoming united with the Supreme) it is
therefore the last stage of limited consciousness before the
soul becomes conscious of universal experience as one with
the Supreme in one of the five phases or conditions prior to
this association with Maya. In the microcosm of the body,
Yogis locate this Sanyo, in the sahasrdra. See Note on
Yoga, §§ 20, 24.
Hence Lalla, in 1, says that, when the shun (i.e. viinya)
became dissolved (in the course of union with the Deity)
only pure (i.e. universal) consciousness remained.
Lalla is fond of tbe expression shtines shtindh mllifh g&uv
(11, 30, 69). Here sMnfe is the dative singular, and sJwMk
is the nominative singular with the suffix of the indefinite
article, and the whole means literally £ a void became merged
in the Void' that is to say, a thing which is really nothing,
or mere emptiness, became merged in the Great Smya
explained above. The tbing which is really nothing is the
apparent material existence,—the material world, or the
consciousness of the material world. With the acquirement
of true knowledge, its unreality is recognized, and the
apparent reality disappears in the transcendental "Void.
Cf. the remarks on L. V. 69 in art. $om.
Sg. nom. #Mn9 1; with suff. indef. art. sM/idfi, 11, 30,
69 ; dat. *M/5&, 11, 30, 69.
$)iuMkdrt m. having the form of the Void, reduced to becoming
nothing but the Great Void (see sMn}9 50.
shunalayi m. he whose abode is the Great Void (see $Mn), i.e.
the Supreme, 15.
*huru, m. an infant;   doda-shurui a milk-infant, a sucking
child, 70.
thramdwun, to labour at; hence, d$d shramdwitn^ to labour at
milk, to milk, 38.
shrutawtinP, m. one who hears well, one who is the reverse of
being deaf, 20.

